Goldman Sachs And IBM Join 13 Investors In Digital Asset, Bringing Funding
Round To More Than $60 Million
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. and IBM join other strategic investors to further
accelerate the adoption of Digital Asset solutions
NEW YORK, February 2, 2016 -- Digital Asset Holdings, LLC, a developer of Distributed
Ledger Technology for the financial services industry, today announced that The
Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. and IBM have joined its recently announced funding round
(read full press release here) bringing the total to more than $60 million from 15 industry
leaders across the financial ecosystem.
“The addition of Goldman Sachs and IBM as investors in Digital Asset will continue to
help drive the global adoption of this transformative technology,” said Blythe Masters,
CEO of Digital Asset.
Launched in 2015, Digital Asset’s mission is to improve efficiency, security, compliance
and settlement speed while reducing costs through the implementation of Distributed
Ledger Technology. Its products serve the entire financial ecosystem through the
creation of tailored business logic applications using privately permissioned networks
that employ a cryptographically secure and shared infrastructure. Digital Asset software
has the potential to significantly improve post-trade processing efficiency and security,
while reducing cost, latency, errors, risk and capital requirements.
“We have long held the view at Goldman Sachs that by embracing innovation and
technology, we can better serve our clients, further improve our risk-management
capabilities, and enhance operational efficiency,” said Paul Walker, Global Co-Head of
Technology at Goldman Sachs. “We believe that distributed ledger technology will play a
transformative role in the way financial institutions transact globally and we look forward
to working with Digital Asset and the broader financial and technical community to
engage this emerging technology.”
"We are excited to jointly develop distributed ledger technologies that will allow our
clients to transform their business, and further strengthen our partnership with Digital
Asset," said Jerry Cuomo, IBM Fellow and Vice President, Blockchain. “Blockchain holds
real potential to transform a wide range of industries and IBM is committed to making it
ready for business.”
About Digital Asset Holdings
Digital Asset builds distributed, encrypted straight through processing tools. Our
technology improves efficiency, security, compliance and settlement speed.
The New York headquartered firm has offices in San Francisco, Tel Aviv, Budapest, and
recently announced the addition of a London office. Since launch, Digital Asset has
sought complementary talent and technology by acquiring three companies. The new
funding will support Digital Asset’s continued expansion and enable it to better service its
global client base.
Website: digitalasset.com
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